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- Proteomic services from Bedside-to-Bench
- High-throughput analysis of Clinical Samples
(CSF, Saliva, Urine, Blood, Ascites, Tears etc.) 

- Validation of Clinical Samples
- Validation of Clinical Biomarkers

- Basic Proteomics Analyses (1-2D-GE, 1-2D-LC)
- Ion Mobility Structural Analyses

- Array-based epitope mapping (Pep/Prot-Arrays)
- Pep-Array synthesis 
- Imaging Mass Spectrometry (IMS) from tissue to cells
- Glycoproteomics
- Glycopeptidomics
- LC-MS/MS2 analysis of carbohydrates
- N-glycopeptide spectra analysis
- Core fucosylation analysis

ServicesServicesServicesServices



Over 1200 Researchers in only Medical Research
(Cancer, Genetics, Developmental Medicine, Neuroscience etc.)  



The Medical Faculty





Proteomics

What is it all about??



The main objectives today for clinical and general Proteomics:

- Quantification of all the proteins expressed in a cell or tissue proteome, body fluids 
e.g. blood, CSF etc. Searching for Biomarkers!

- Functional study of thousands of proteins in parallel, which protein is in contact to 
another protein and where? Searching for functionality!

For quantification purposes, standard method is 2DE electrophoresis or MudPIT 
separation followed by MS identification

For protein function studies, microarray based assays are used to study protein-
protein and protein-ligand interactions

Proteomic Research







The Post-Genome Project
Whether The Human Proteome Will Be Successfully Mapped In
Three Years Depends On How You Define "Proteome"
By Karen Hopkin | August 17, 2001 | 0



Despite many
breakthroughs
Proteomics has not
translated yet to
patient care



Recent years have seen rapid technological progress
in the fields supporting personalized medicine, from
biomarker discovery to mapping the genome to 
pushing back the frontiers of mass spec sensitivity. 
However, thus far, little of that progress has translated 
to the clinic where it can benefit patients.



2010

Success rate of biomarker search
which would be in clinical use:



How can we make Proteomics 
more suitable to the “real” life?

The technology...

2D gel electrophoresis
2D liquid chromatography

Micro arrays



We need a technology to find 
changes in Proteome

Administration of a drug 
known to bind to an 
orphan receptor

• Changes in expression 
level of 23 proteins

A protein Array



Two-dimensional gel 
electrophoresis (2D) could do it?

1st dimension, IEF, 
Proteins are separated
according to their 
isoelectric point (IP) 
2nd dimension, SDS-
PAGE, Proteins are 
separated according to 
their molecular mass 
Efficient: More than a 
thousand proteins resolved 
in E-Coli cell lysates and  
~8000 in brain lysates
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1st Dimension - Isoelectric Focusing
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2DE
Mw

2nd Dimension - Isoelectric Focusing



pI 6.94.1

Mr
(kDa)

200

15

About 2000
proteins

Protein Fingerprint: 2-DE



Overlay of normal and patient 
protein samples

Normal control = CyTM3 labelled - Blue

Patient A sample       = Cy5 Labelled - Red

Increased abundance

Equal abundance

Reduced abundance

EttanTM DiGE  
the quantitative approach to do Proteomics



Low-Abundance Protein Enrichment
Hexapeptide Kits Useful for Many Sample Types

Proteominer BioRad



gel reservoir:
25x32x0.3/0.5 mm 
PMMA, silica

water cooling
gel reservoir

electrodes

sample inlet
buffer reservoir

standard

real sample

Running time 10 minutes

Micro gel devices
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The compress system

Automated 2D devices





And the big brother (2011)

Regular size automated 2DE



R
f

3-10 pH gradient
Rf values (%)* pI position errors(%)*

STDV 6,1 STDV 2,5

max 15 max 6

min 0,8 min 0,6
* comparison of 3 gels

Repeatability of 2-DE runs2-D map of IEF standards

2-DE separation completed in approx. 80 min

Limit of detection is approx. 65 ng

3
7
 m

m

25 mm

Running time 20-30 minutes



• Performance

Native IEF and native PAGE

5 variants of hemoglobin

pH 6.7 -7.7

Native IEF and SDS-PAGE

standard IEF proteins

pH 3-10

Denatured IEF and SDS-PAGE

GFAP protein variants expression differences

in control and Alzheimer diseased patients

pH 4-6

HbA1c

HbA

HbF

HbS

HbA2

control AD

Examples for the Clinics



TARGETED measurements of unknown protein expression diffrences:

Application: Screening of protein variations of viruses or bacteria

Normal virus Normal virus +
mutated virus (LT) 

Normal virus +
mutated virus (HT) 



Also 2D Databases exist!



What about chip-based proteomics: 
DIOS-MS

Desorption Ionization 
On Silicon (DIOS)

laser MS

porous area sample



Signal intensity - peptide 2423
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Signal intensity - peptide 2422
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Signal intensity of unphosphorylated peptide 2423 (left) and  phosphorylated 
peptide 2422 (right) from different surfaces.

Application: Phosphoproteomics, determination of phosphorylation states
(kinasome) 

Testing the functionality of various surfaces for proteomics



The MOTC-nESI Lab-on-a-Chip

In collaboration with Prof. Evangelos Gogolides, Athens



Black Silica chip

0.6 cm

384 samples (e.g. phosphopeptides)



Probe tip result Screen

10800 samples on the chip

Application: Array based Proteomics
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1. Peptide synthesis on 
membrane

2. Peptide/Protein 
spotting on glass slide

3. Analysis by AB, dyes 
or MS

Array-based epitope mapping



Affinity chip with microfluidistics



Several affinities to choose from



MALDI-TOF(TOF)-MS

High Sample Throughput for the
Post-Genomic Era and Clinical use

(35000 samples/week)

Twister



Prespotted AnchorChip targets
dedicated for Clinical Proteomics

> One calibrant, four matrix spots for samples  

> 10-100 fold increased sensitivity, in situ sample purification 

> no cross contamination

> no memory effects 

> Easy storing and archiving of targets

> Re-visiting of samples



Bruker Daltonics GmbH



MALDI TOF/TOF

Schematic diagram of a Reflector MALDI-TOF mass spectrometer.

MALDI-TOF = Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization -
Time Of Flight



Quadrupole TOF/TOF



MALDI

2D-LC
UPLC



Quadrupole TOF/TOF



Ion Mobility driftscope view
102110_003.raw : 1



102110_001C.raw : 1

c and z ions singly charged ions

[M+H]+

[M+3H]3+

[M+2H]2+

Ion Mobility driftscope view



Even with the most sophisticated 
LC-based MS instruments of 

today we will possibly not
be able to use them for high-

throughput clinical sample 
screening?



Although the time for one analysis in theory is fast…



In the reality you can analyze a few hundred 
compounds in a few hours...



You can then combine several analyzes to get 
thousands of compounds measured



If you want to quantify those, you need to run several 
serial analyses of each sample (label-free 

quantification)

Or use isotopic labeling (ITRAQ, ICAT, SILAC)

In any case

One sample needs approx. 24-38 hours of 
instrument time!

>>> One instrument can handle a few clinical sample 
series a year



Proteomics chip technology for LC



The whole 2D LC can be done in a chip



The whole 2D LC can be done in a chip



NanoSpray LC/MS



High throughput CE

10000 Capillaries

Capillary windows

Autosampler

LED detection (MIT, Forest et al, 2006)



Ultra-high throughput
CE chips for proteomics

Geniom chips 

-Currently for DNA/RNA
analysis

(Development ongoing
for proteome analysis)

Capacity approx. 40000 ligands



A set of thousands of Mass
Spectrometers in one chip



Other techniques to help in proteomics?

- Tissue microdissection
- Imaging MS



Why Tissue Microdissection?

Normal Tissue

Tumor Tissue

You would like to isolate only the targeted diseased tissue



Laser-based microdissection:



Capturing of the vessels in the control
brain slide

Slide before capture

Slide after capture

Cap or tube

*



MALDI MS analysis directly from the tissue
captured on the cap membrane



Filter Aided Sample Preparation (FASP)

Whole tissue homogenated in SDS

>> centrifuge in a 10 kD co filter

Digest with trypsin

Change SDS to Urea

Filter again

>> run MS  (approx 30-40% more proteins)



Proteomics 2011, 11, 2931–2935 DOI 10.1002/pmic.201100045 2931

TECHNICAL BRIEF

Comparison between procedures using SDS for 
shotgun proteomic analyses of complex samples

Michael S. Bereman, Jarrett D. Egertson and Michael J. MacCoss



Whole Cell 
and Protein 
Microarray 

Chip 
structures



Cell trapping and - lysis Chip structures for single Cell
Proteomics?

Development of Integrated Nanoliter Analysis Devices (DDTC-
Viikki, Microtechnology Center-HUT, Biomedicum Helsinki)

The TIME component!



MALDI mass spectrometric imaging of biological tissue 
sections for protein imaging 



Principles
Tissue section 
(mouse brain)
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• A laser is rastered over a defined area while acquiring a complete mass spectrum from each position, 
resulting in molecular images for multiple analytes
Cornett, et al., Nature Methods 2007





Tissue slide for IMS





Benefits of MALDI-IMS

Analysis of entire 
sample in one reading

Previous knowledge of 
molecular composition 
is not necessary

Allows for investigation 
of disease formation, 
progression, and 
treatment  

www.maldi-msi.org







IMS vs. histochemical stain





New Phytologist (2007) 173 : 438 –444m/z 381

m/z 543

m/z 705



3D IMS-MS
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Spatial distribution of 
AD amyloid beta peptide

In brain tissue

= not detectable by AB staining



Imaging Mass Spectrometry (IMS) of a Specific Fragment of 
Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinase/Extracellular Signal-Regulated 
Kinase Kinase Kinase 2 Discriminates Cancer from Uninvolved 
Prostate Tissue
Lisa H. Cazares,1,2,3 Dean Troyer,1,3 Savvas Mendrinos,3 Raymond A. Lance,3,5, Julius O. Nyalwidhe,1,2,3 Hind A. Beydoun,4 Mary 
Ann Clements,1,2,3, Richard R. Drake,1,2,3 and O. John Semmes1,2,3

Clin Cancer Res 2009;15(17) September 1, 2009

Diagnostic value?



Thiery et al. Proteomics 2008, 8, 3725–3734

IMS and protein arrays

You can create TAGn





Proteomics goes Clinical, or does it?

same Genome - different Proteome

Hopefully 




